
FRANK: It was an attempt to demonstrate that you're as much a piece of information as tomorrow
morning's headlines-as a viewer you take a satellite relationship to the information . And the satellite which
is you is incorporated into the thing which is being sent back to the satellite-in other words, rearranging
one's experience of information reception .

IRA : WIPE CYCLE's physical makeup is a television mural consisting of nine monitors .

FRANK : It's a prototype model -

IRA : A live feedback system that enables a viewer standing in his environment to see himself not only NOW
in time and space, but also A seconds ago and 16 seconds ago, and these are in juxtaposition and in flux . In
addition he sees standard broadcast images which come on at periods alternating with his live image, and
also two programmed shows which are collage-like, ranging from a shot of the earth from outer space, to
cows grazing to 57th St. Somehow there's a juxtaposition between the now of the person, the individual,
with other elements of information about the Universe and America, and so the general reaction seems to
have been a somewhat objectifying experience, and also a somewhat integrating experience in terms of
one's place in the Universe .

FRANK: It's an attempt to reshuffle one's temporal experience- one's sense of time and space .

IRA : Yes, we seem to have a facility to abstract small sections of material

FRANK : Which is an important point . Videotape lends itself to collage more easily than film because of the
accessibility, of the image .

IRA: One thing we succeeded in doing at Antioch was turning tire kids onto using videotape in their own
work, and then we split back to New York . and shortly thereatter fell into WIPE CYCLE .

FRANK Back in New York, I got a call from Howard Wise who had been given a list of people working in
videotape by Nam June Park, and our names were on it . We brought Wise a proposal essentially like WIPE
CYCLE which was later adapted into its final form,
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JUD: What possibilities do you see for the integration of abstract television effects and electronic distorting
devices, such as Nam June Park uses, in your TV work?

FRANK : I'm not as much interested in my work in pure abstraction as with the potential of TV for collage
abstraction . that is to say, the taking of real elements which read as real or live on videotape and
juxtaposing them in abstract formulas to create a "living" abstraction People see videotape and what they
read in their skulls is "real"-it seems live, and has an unstored quality-like the live immediacy of even
Walter Cronkite on the 7 o'clock news . I see television as a potential for using that "live" effect via
abstraction, as a vehicle for an abstract statement from another angle, but I see it as no less than that .

IRA : I would add that tile notion of abstraction also includes the notion of tile abstraction of information,
and the juxtaposition of information, which can be further spaced oil by the integration of distortion
circuitry effects . But basically, I think we look for a point from which to take off, for abstraction al a level
of content, or of information, and then into something like notions of successive auras, which, by tile way,
come up on videotape once in a while . I won't say it's an ;aura, but there's electromagnetic interference of
different kinds that enters into videotaping. Somehow it's picking up vibes .

FRANK : A videotape freak argued that the image on his viewfinder in a portable camera had been bettered
by him feeding the camera good vibes .

IRA : In fact, we looked through it and it seemed that he was right . It was better .

FRANK: It was certainly the best viewfinder image I've ever seen in a videotape camera, and his claim was
that he broke the camera in by sending it good vibes, by loving it, by psyching out the media and changing
the image. An ideology can be built for better electronics through metaphysics .

To demonstrate tile poignancy of tape, people have seen themselves fedback on film and fedback on tape,
and invariably they say that tape is a much more eerie experience, particularly the initial witnessing . the
first time you see yourself back on tape, it's the first genuine view from the outside of what the inside is
like . A mirror is like an extension of the inside because you have to keep your eyes focused on it, and
you're always looking at your eyes focused into a mirror . But with tape, you see yourself in every gesture,
your kinetics are revealed ; it's all suddenly outside : and it's the first time you've ever met that outside .
Videotape sends a quality of the whole, and it's that poignant sense of the real whole that gives it strength .
It sends a volume and tactility-a sense of touch, the texture of the volumn .

IRA : In film I always get the feeling that my image is in a two-dimensional space ; somehow I don't relate it
to myself immediately . Whereas, in videotape, I tend to see my movements and my behaviors, the way I
cam myself, much more vividly . I haven't felt any satisfactory definition of the differences in systems ; I
think it will continue to evolve .

FRANK : Film imitated theater, videotape imitates film ; it's just beginning to develop . It's like the first
automobile with the engine in the front, because that's where the horse was .

IRA : Or like the television media's news presentation coming off of a concept of "sound" news -as per
radii) -

FRANK . Or attempting to distribute TV's as they once distributed radios . Well, that's ignoring tile
potential of the system. The mentality that went into the distribution of the TV system is remarkably
low-it was surrendered over to marketing . Television from its inception, with the slightest adaptions had
the potential of doing what it's doing now in terms of its flexibility and availability of access . Sortie CATV
(Cable) stations are delivering nothing but commercials- they're total marketing experiments . How to
market your product more efficiently ; show them pictures of it with singsong, and send a program along
with that to which they get narcotically addicted and sell soap ; it's a potpourri of ailments being solved .
That's what TV is about now .

JUD : Korzybski talked about plants being chemically binding, animals adding space-binding, and man
time-binding ; tile fact that we can look at and interpret artifacts by an Egyptian .

FRANK : Yes, we are complex modes of all sorts of messages and signals, and one of these defines
endurance. What videotape does is to dip into that : you can demonstrate an individual's sense of his own
past with tape much clearer than anything I can think of, unless you add the even further dimensionality of
holography where you can further articulate the three-dimensionality of tile image . You can qualify it by
getting a better space understanding of it but you can't anymore qualify it in terms of your temporal
understanding of the tape . The delay system that we had in WIPE CYCLE is only an embryonic form of
this. You can establish an entire environment where you're constantly tracking yourself every two
seconds-at two second intervals every point going back ad infinitum is somewhere being fed back to you

IRA : A delayed strobe .

FRANK Only it's an informational strobe, not merely a light strobe . Which is one of the ideas that freaks
tile out and which I'd like to do . In other words, how many generations of self-feedback can you keep track
of without totally losing the sense of yourself. literally, through electronic techniques, setting yourself up
outside of your body . You don't have to sell tire Hindu trip anymore, you sell the television set .

I foresee in the future that it'll be largely a matter of how much information you hold-information
replaces capital in the economy. That cutural switchoff is not that far away . The revolution in America is
not going to result from the clash of political ideologies ; it's going to result from the saturation of
information and the modes of information dissemination being entirely different, and at that point you'll
have the American Revolution ; and the only violence will be done to its own history, or its own sense of
history .

IRA : Media violence, that's all.

FRANK: Paik is the George Washington of the movement, which has yet to encounter its Warren G .
Harding .
The name of the game in this number-the entire videotape media number-is being in the position of
out-thinking yourself, constantly expanding parameters, dropping previous boundaries, instituting new
boundaries ; it's constant reorientation because the volume of the information is so incredibly high, and the
exhaustion and obsolescence with which the media information is used s a very high rate . So you're
constantly faced with the situation that if you're holding an idea for longer than "x" period amount of
time, two weeks perhaps, the idea is incorporated into the space and is obsolete . So the ideas have to be
constantly generated in terms of always out-thinking the ideas that were previously generated-it's a
spiralling process, leading to who knows where, and it's a direct result of the electronic process . It's like
electronic foreplay-you can record and know what the cat on the other side of the world s thinking about
as fast as you can know what you're thinking about ; practically speaking it's about the same speed . And
that changes the nature of the way information interacts and the way people take advantage of
information .

IRA : Frank, I think, is in charge of generating vocabulary .

JUD : What's your feeling about the televising of the moon landing?

FRANK : The idea that everyone who has a television receiver will be capable of seeing the first step on tile
noon as a gigantic, universal confirmation of experience . Columbus didn't have that luxury. Tire entire
world is with him literally, he's having his experience confirmed like nobody else has had their experience

Confirmed before he's going to be stoned, just by mere vibration feedback his experience will he
confirmed. Like the first motherfucker whir hit tile North Pule, or Mount Everest, he says oil shit, this as his
that that he's doing, lie's all alone by himself, he's got to come back and rap about it .

IRA : These guys don't have to hold it in. They can rap while it's happening . But I wish it didn't sound like
a football game .

FRANK : One of tile environmental TV projects we're in the process of designing for „K„ is a complete
system in which the room would be tile experienced core of the television environment, with one wall
which would entail color. A third of the system would be direct color tape, and two thirds of the system
would he black and white adapted to color through the use of filters and so on, and the elements would be
around 18 monitors and a videotape projection system, using retrieval, delay units, projection mechanisms
for matting one image over another image (where you get 3 or 4 overlays) .

IRA Let's say, integration of the live audience onto pretaped material .

FRANK : It would probably use six cameras, some rotating, some stationary . and all serving the different
functions of throwing the witness to the experience into the feedback of tile experience .

IRA : We'll be dealing with media ecology .

FRANK One of tile ideas for which we haven't found backing yet . would he a video chamber with a
plexiglass core, so one would actually enter the chamber physically and 360 degrees around, the chambei
structure would be a system of monitors feeding back your own image integrated with programmed
material .

IRA From many different angles .

FRANK: For example, if you were standing in this chamber, the camera may be shooting from underneath
and feeding back the image of shooting you from underneath overhead, and this would be switching with
other positions . And tile manifestation of this would be that you would enter the chamber and experience
the total TV environment, where you would have contact with a continguous environment, and that would
he tire maximum TV experience given the current state of tile technology Besides using separate monitors
we're looking into tile possibility of having a circular or chamber shaped video-receptive screen for
projection .

IRA : Which is nut yet available commercially, but will be in the next few years . I think content is, by and
large, the most important thing, and particularly its applications in helping people to better realize the
objectifying experience . In other words, seeing themselves from outside themselves, which potentially call
lead to tile realization that we are all actors-or that we are not realizing our potential . That much of our
energy is relegated to our habit patterns, and the behavior that's carried us through to this point . When you
can see yourself (in TV, and the back of yourself simultaneously-something that we seldom if ever get a
chance to do-if we extend this further into the notion of an environment, one can see oneself in a social,
or spatial interaction . This offers a potential of, say, liberation .

FRANK : Another dimension possible to varieties of abstract programming is literally using videotape or the
TV screen as a temporal canvas . It's like a canvas, only the other dimension of time is introduced : and the
innumerable implications are opening us, as far as total environment constructions, or constructing
environments which are in their totality that feedback which we want to explore .

IRA : In addition, there's a further idea of entertainment, and the individual becoming his own
entertainment . More and more, I see people laying out, and boredom creeping in on the scene, or simply
lack of initiative. Now seeing this over a period of time being mediaized or seeing yourself in front of a TV
camera-seeing the feedback-breeds the notion that we're all potential actors -effectors of the
environment-that we can do amazing things . It's a matter of reshaping ourselves perhaps .
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